
So many adventures!

Last month we had Mary
Legallet of Whimsical
Stitch here for 2 wonder-
ful classes full of great
stitches and techniques.
Both projects are avail-
able fully kitted should

you want to stitch either Royal
Peeps by zecca or the Emma
Williams Passion Flowers and
Birds.  She will be back next year
so stay tuned for that detail.

We are moving along with Mystery
Classes and Mysteries with a Twist.
Our last lesson of the Owl with
Key is next Sunday.  I am really ex-
cited about this lesson.  Lesson 5
of Why Fit In has shipped and Les-
son 5 of Row of Ladies will be
shipping most likely mid month!
Yay, from there I really think the
plan is coming together.

Thank you all for you love and
support.

Have a safe and happy 4th of July.

xo

Ruth Schmuff, Owner

July 2017
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Steampunk Witch
By brenda stofft
August 18-20
Brenda Stofft designed this

canvas exclusively for us!

Isn’t she great?  I have so

many ideas for how we will stitch

her.  The elves (read Megan) have

started stitching her following my

ideas and she’s smashing.  You will

love her.  At 10” x 14” on 18ct,

she is big enough to be impressive

but not too big.  

Join us for class either in person

or long distance and receive the

canvas, a complete stitchguide, all

necessary threads, beads, embell-

ishments and the requisite sur-

prises.  

We will stitch her together over 3 days August 18-20.  Class will be 11-

5pm each day.  Class is $375 plus the canvas ($300) and the necessary threads etc.

If you would like to sign up, give us a call 410.296.0405!

Hope to see you in class, we always have a fun time.  If you can’t join us in person,

we are happy to send you a kit.
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classes with visiting teachers

kingA nicholS!
Kinga Nichols is an amazing beadwork artist.  She was here last year

and we had the best time ever!  Great teacher, great projects, great

fun! Learn bead embroidery, make jewelry and consider the ideas

for adding it to your needlepoint!

dark Side of the moon Bracelet Friday October 6
It’s elegant, it’s modern and it’s simple. because sometimes simplicity

is perfection. The repetition of elements creates pleasing harmony.

The subtle layers of color and texture make is just right. Cost $225. 

Kit included.  

Sail Bracelet Saturday October 7

I love this bracelet;  its designed around one beautiful stone!  Kits

available in three colorways, K2 jasper (blue and white), chryso-

cholla (turquoise), and stone canyon jasper (orange brown).  Select

your kit or kits before class to guarantee you get the color you

want. Cost $225. Kit included.  

design with kinga! Sunday October 8
This is going to be so much fun!  Kinga is preparing a super spe-

cial just for us inspiration box of beads and goodies. Focal cabo-

chons, specialty beads, seed beads, backing materials.  All the best

stuff.  We can play!  Start with a focal and build from there.  Will

it be a necklace, a bracelet, earrings, a piece to add to that special

needlepoint?  Ask questions, test drive ideas, Kinga is here to

help.  You can do this.  Don’t stress over the design, have fun!

Cost $265. Kit included.  

Classes are 11-5 each day.  Lunch and desert will be provided.  Full details are on the website.  Visit Classes and

then click on Visiting Teacher Beadwork Classes.  If you would like to sign up, give us a call 410.296.0405!
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myStery clASSeS
oWl With key By SAndrA VArgAS

cAn i order 
A myStery clASS

thAt iS complete?

The owl with key is almost complete!  It’s a quick stitch with a lot of variety.

The background is lacey and open using both blackwork motifs and embroi-

dery stitches.  The owl himself uses fun patterns in beautiful threads.  We used

several sizes of Beetle Stitches so that all of his feathers look like they belong

on the same bird.  The threads are our favorites,

Gloriana and Petite Silk Lamé Braid.  

We have only one lesson to go.  I’m thinking

beads.  

Want to join 
the party?

It’s never too late.  We have canvases 
in stock and can send a complete kit 
after lesson three.  Give us a call.!

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past Mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist.  

Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be

packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.  

hoW do theSe 
myStery clASSeS Work?
What exactly is a mystery class?  A

mystery class is just like a mystery in

a book;  it unfolds in chapters.  With

each chapter more of the mystery

(how are we going to stitch this can-

vas) is revealed?

We meet pretty much every other

Sunday afternoon (unless the class-

room is booked with another

teacher) and review the twists, turns

and fun of the current lesson.  Class

is from 1 to 3 pm.  Can’t join us in

person?  No problem, we will ship to

you.  The instructions have full color

photos of the canvas stitched to date

along with complete instructions and

diagrams.  

I also post lots of pictures on 

my blog NotYourGrandmothers

Needlepoint.com the Sunday 

evening after class.  
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WhAt’S the next myStery?
Blue Bird
By ellen giggenBAch
New from ellen giggenbach this bird will be the perfect summer mys-

tery.  We’ll keep it light and fun and colorful!  We will stitch this canvas

together in two lessons, July 23rd and August 6th; Sunday afternoons

from 1-3pm.  

Canvas design area is 7.25 x 9.5 handpainted on 18ct canvas.  Class

cost is the price of the canvas plus $20 per lesson and the threads,

beads etc. necessary for that lesson.  The canvas cost for this design

is $164.00. If you’re attending in person, there is an additional $15

per lesson fee.  You will need 13 x 15 stretcher bars.  *Class size is

limited. Please sign up early to reserve your space and ensure you

receive your canvas in time to start with the rest of the class.  A $100 non refundable deposit will be

required. 

As always we are happy to have long distance students.  Full details are on the website.  Click on Classes and

then Mystery Classes.  

looking for Something With A SloWer pAce? 
try A myStery With A tWiSt clASS
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects.  These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t

really know when the next lesson is coming.  I fit these in between the regular mysteries.  The lessons are about 6

months apart.  You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects.  There are no in-person

lessons.  Everyone is an outpatient for this class.  

With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitch guide ($20 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc.  All

the other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog so
the only real change is the time frame. 
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roW of lAdieS ii 
By lee
I loved stitching the first Row of Ladies by Lee and they turned out

soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively
for us.  I think it is even cuter!

There are three Mysteries with a Twist in the rotation!  Row of

Ladies II - Lessons one through four have shipped but it’s not

too late to join us.

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads,

crystals etc for that lesson.  For those of you who stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount!  Canvas

design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct.  You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.  Lesson 5 is shipping this month!

Why fit in 
By zeccA
How could I resist this canvas?  It just had to be a mystery!  So many op-

portunities for stitches and beads!  The first three lessons have shipped.  

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $305 plus $15 per lesson

and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson.  Canvas

design area is 14 x 18 handpainted on 18ct mono.  You will need 18 x 22

stretcher bars.  The lessons will ship at approximately 6 month intervals.

Lesson 5 has shipped!!!

mySterieS With A tWiSt   
SAntA fe felineS By lAurel Burch
Santa Fe Felines is a wonderful Laurel Burch canvas exclusive to

us!  Yay!  We are so excited to bring this canvas to life.  Won-

derful happy colors and fun details.  It is going to be a great

stitch.

The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $312 plus $20

per lesson and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc

for that lesson.  Canvas design area is 12.5 x 17 handpainted

on 18ct mono.  You will need 16 x 21 stretcher bars.  As with our all Mysteries

with a Twist this will be fit in between other projects.  I shoot for 3 months in between lessons but sometimes

it is longer.  Lesson One has shipped.
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All of this social media stuff is a full-

time job!  I blog at www. notyour-

grandmothersneedlepoint.com

several times a week.  I post on 

instagram when I can, or when I 

remember to.  Both the blog and 

instagram should automatically post

to facebook!!  Woohoo!  One place

to look.  

let’S get SociAl

Become A 
mAgnet mAVen

Become a Magnet Maven and get a

“Pick Me Up” whenever you want

one.  Just give us a call, email us, PM

us, and we’ll send you a little goody

package.  Inside will be one brand

spankin’ new magnet.  These are

limited edition/exclusive to us mag-

nets!  

Or pay it forward and gift it to a

friend who needs a bit of sunshine.

Call the shop at 410.296.0405
or visit BedeckedandBeadaz-
zled. com.  Click on clubs to
sign up!

All four of my Stitches books are ava ilable as apps for your iphone or ipad.

Take your stitches everywhere and view them by name or type.  

If you already have the apps you may have noticed they are presenting

grumbly little errors that they will not work on future phone upgrades.

Never fear, we have updated the aps and they are once again compatible

with the newer opperating system.  Apps are available in the App Store

from your phone. It’s probably easiest to search for me once you are

there.  How many Schmuffs could there be?

News Flash!!! The programmers are working on converting these to
apps for android phones so they will be available hopefully later this

month.

Bedecked And BeAdAzzled’S 
AmBASSAdor extrAordinAire

We have a staff cat!  Or should

I say the cat has a staff :-)

Johnny came to live with us in

January and we really can’t re-

member life before Johnny.  He

is a constant source of delight

and amusement charming even

diehard Dog people into his

corner.

His duties include greeting

everyone who comes to visit,

keeping our guests company when they stay overnight, snuggling when we

need a break, chasing the red dot and lounging.  He needs to keep up his

energy you know.  He has a staff to keep an eye on.

If you are coming to class and have an allergy let us know and we’ll keep

him out of your space. Otherwise prepare to be inspected.

xo Johnny and his girls



monthly cluBS!

other cluBS to conSider
Shown at right are Rebecca Wood’s Feline Follies, the

Towne Square, Kelly Clark’s Bee Skeps and Tropical

Trees, Teresa Layman’s Elf Banner and our Santa club.  

So many fun choices.  All clubs are complete with stitch

guides and optional thread kits!

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit 
BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  Click on clubs to
see all the clubs and to sign up!

cluB ruleS
1. You can sign up for a club at

anytime. Your first shipment will

go out on the 10th of the month

following your sign up.

2. We will take a deposit equal to

the cost of the canvas/guide in

your first shipment. This deposit

will be applied to your final ship-

ment of the club.

3. There is a complete

thread/bead/crystal/embellishment

kit available for the club at an ad-

ditional charge. It includes all

threads/beads etc to stitch the

entire series. It is sent with the

first club shipment if desired.  A

50% deposit will be taken at sign

up for those desiring the thread

kit.

4. Now, for the cool part. There

are freebies - gifts for joining the 

club! Each club has it's

own gifts.

celeBrAte the red White And Blue
Are you ready to stitch a celebration of all things

Red, White, Blue and American?  Perfect for sum-

mertime fun, this ornament series can be finished

and hung individually, grouped as a long banner or

finished like ours as a centerpiece.  

The ornaments are 4 x 4 and the banner is 4 x 8.

All are painted on ct. There are 7 ornaments in

the club with the first one shipping in June.  Sign

up now to be part of the fun.  

Each month you will receive a canvas and

stitchguide.  There is an optional thread/bead kit. 

Call the shop at 410.296.0405 or visit BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.  
Click on clubs to sign up!
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Barred Beetle

why this works
The top stitches of the barred

beetle are the ones that set the

direction of the stitch.  If they

flow down as in the diagrams

above they will give a sense of

vertical movement to that area.

Turn the stitch on its side and

create horizontal movement.

Think fish scales!

stitch of the month

I love the Barred Beetle stitch.  It’s
great for filling organic shaped areas.

Think anything round and curvy.  It’s

base is the Balloon Stitch, again

round.  But it’s kicked up a notch

with the stitches over the top.

This is where it really gets fun.  The

top stitches can be a coordinating

color as I have used on the owl, or they

can be completely contrasting so that

they pop!

Consider the size of the area you are

stitching and how you can most easily fit

full units of the stitch in the area as you

select the size of your Barred Beetle.

I love silks for the base and a fine metallic

for the top stitches.
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